


MULTIMORPHISM
THE BOOK IN SHORT

„YOU CAN LIVE IN THE JUNGLE OR LIKE THE OTHERS IN THE ZOO.“

 Christopher Noelle aka Tofa is a passionate multimedia artist with 
over 30 years of experience in creating crossmedial art.

In this retrospective 300 pages book, the interrelationship of all the 
different medial disciplines that he dived into, creates an interesting 
and inspiring focus on crossmedial research with an outstanding 
artistic approach.

 In our data-flufmed times such a cross-general artistic approach is 
difficult to follow and fullfill, but nevertheless highly interesting to 
trigger and (re-)discover your own creativity.

Multimorphism is not only a lookbook, but also claims to be a source 
of inspiration which underlines the complexity and relationship bet-
ween the analog and the digital world.

10 Chapters about 11 mediums and 10 tutorial projects guide you 
threw the jungle of ourdays multimedial options, ranging from projec-
tion art over light painting, calligraphy, graphics, animation, penplot-
ter art, spirography, street art,  club culture up to xr ai architecture, AI 
driven campaigns and typographic transfers.

In collaboration with graphic designer Laurenz Hintermayer - who 
was in charge of the conceptual layout design - this artbook is clo-
sing the gap of the dynamic connections of XR art. 
Tofa is fusing the disciplines to interaction and shows us reciprocal 
influences that encourage to imitate.
 
Whether you’re an enthusiast, a creative, a practitioner, or simply a 
curious observer, this book promises to ignite your imagination and 
expand your appreciation for the ever-evolving landscape of contem-
porary art.

FORMAT  
343 x 462 mm, 300 pages CMYK + Spot color Silver (print), English

THE TITLE
The term „Multimorphism“ is the ability of a single thing to take multiple 
forms, adapting to different needs at the same time.

AUDIENCE 
14-99 years, unisex 
Art interested people in the beginning of an artistic carreer or/and a 
general interest on temporary XR art from the genres graphic design, 
projection art, photography, typography, animation, graphic and inter-
ior design, street art, calligraphy, penplotter art and stuff far beyond. 

Educational institutions such as Universities, Schools. Media Cam-
puses and Festivals, Thinktank Companies, Agencies,  Artbuyers and 
Artlovers

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Berlin born Christopher Noelle (*1974) aka Tofa is looking back on 
a story that went threw the roof like a rollercoaster long before the 
digital overkill started.
From the former extreme sports world champion in bike trials to film-
maker, animator, editor, typolover, sound designer, graphic and street 
artist, this lookback on 30 years of being creative shows so many fa-
cets of multimedia art and thus delivers something special that today 
is only hard to find.
The sorting of archives and preselection took more than 6 months 
before he handed this package over to his friend - graphic designer 
Laurenz Hintermayer - who was then in charge of connecting the 
content to an overall matching bundle in form of the book 
MULTIMORPHISM which will have a full impact on your imagination.
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300 PAGES

10 CHAPTERS

10 TUTORIAL PROJECTS

SPOT COLOR CHROME PAGES

MAPPING PROJECTION

CALLIGRAPHY

PENPLOTTER ART

POLAROID TRANSFERS

LIGHT PAINTING

SPIROGRAPHY

STREET ART

TRESOR ART

GRFX

3D ART

XR AI ART
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